Redefining Molecular Amphipathicity in Reversing the "Coffee-Ring Effect": Implications for Single Base Mutation Detection.
The "coffee ring effect" is a natural phenomenon wherein sessile drops leave ring-shaped structures on the solid surfaces upon drying. It drives a nonuniform deposition of suspended compounds on the substrates, which adversely affects many processes, including surface-assisted biosensing and molecular self-assembly. In this study, we describe how the coffee ring effect can be eliminated by controlling the amphipathicity of the suspended compounds, for example, DNA modified with hydrophobic dye. Specifically, nuclease digestion of the hydrophilic DNA end converts the dye-labeled molecule into an amphipathic molecule (one with comparably weighted hydrophobic and hydrophilic ends) and reverses the coffee ring effect and results in a uniform disk-shaped feature deposition of the dye. The amphipathic product decreases the surface tension of the sessile drops and induces the Marangoni flow, which drives the uniform distribution of the amphipathic dye-labeled product in the drops. As a proof of concept, this strategy was used in a novel enzymatic amplification method for biosensing to eliminate the coffee ring effect on a nitrocellulose membrane and increase assay reliability and sensitivity. Importantly, the reported strategy for eliminating the coffee ring effect can be extended to other sessile drop systems for potentially improving assay reliability and sensitivity.